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Phase transitions in frustrated cobaltite TmBaCo4O7
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For the first time, changes in lattice parameters (metrics) during a structural transition in stoichiometric cobaltite

TmBaCo4O7+x with x ≈ 0 (iodometric titration method) obtained by quenching from 900−950◦C were investigated

by direct X-ray method. It was found that during the structural transition TS ≈ 220−240K, the 1a/a parameter

does not detect any features, parameters b and c experience jumps of different sign and different magnitude

1b/b ≈ 3.5 · 10−3 and 1c/c ≈ −4.0 · 10−3, which leads to a jump in the volume of Delta 1V/V ≈ −0.5 · 10−3.

The distortion value εo ≈ −3.5 · 10−3 remains constant with increasing temperature and disappears abruptly during

the transition. The distortion of the structure is accompanied by anomalous behavior of the Young’s modulus

1E(T )/E0 in the TS region. In the region of the expected magnetic phase transition of the cobalt subsystem,

anomalies in the Young’s modulus curve 1E(T )/E0 were not detected, and a strong absorption peak at T ≈ 96K

in the internal friction dependence q−1(T ) is, apparently, a sign of a developed short-range order.
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anisotropic deformation, Young’s modulus, internal friction.
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1. Introduction

Geometrically frustrated systems have been a target of

numerous experimental and theoretical investigations in

recent years [1,2]. The most extensively studied systems

are antiferromagnetic materials with the Kagome lattice and

pyrochlore structure that have disordered ground states [3,4].
It was shown that various weak perturbation in these

systems such as small distortions of structure, interactions

with the next nearest neighbors, magnetic anisotropy, etc.,

may reduce the ground state degeneracy and promote the

occurrence of a long-range magnetic order.

Layered cobaltites RBaCo4O7+x (variable x means de-

viation from stoichiometry by oxygen) are of particular

interest, because they have alternating linked triangular

layers and Kagome layers at the same time in their structure.

After discovery of layered cobaltite YBaCo4O7+x , cation

substitutions have been used to synthesize a family of

rare-earth (RE) isomorphous RBaCo4O7+x compounds with

heavy RE ions and Ca. These compounds demonstrate wide

versatility of interesting physical and structural properties

provided by the combination of mixed valence of cobalt

and frustrated triangular lattice and Kagome lattice in their

structure [5–12].

Frustrations occur in the system, when it is impossible

to satisfy simultaneously the minimum energy of pairwise

interactions in bypassing a closed chain with an arbitrary

number of spins. They occur in the chain, for which

the product of spin-spin interaction constants along the

chain is negative. Thus, frustrations are the consequence

of particular topology of the crystal structure (geometrical

frustrations) and often result in the system ground state

degeneracy [13]. The simplest example is a frustrated

system of three spins with negative spin-spin interaction

constants of the same modulus J i j .

RE cobaltites allow to study the fundamental problems of

solid-state and magnetism physics such as nontrivial ground

states, features of phase transitions and short-range order

effects in the presence of frustrated and competing exchange

interactions, spin crossover, metal–dielectric transition, etc.

In addition, YBaCo4O7 and its derivatives exhibit high

chemical mobility demonstrating the reversible oxygen ab

sorption and desorption capability [14–16]. Using the super-

high pressure for oxygenation, a record-high excess oxygen

with x ≈ 1.56 for YBaCo4O7+x was achieved [17] that

exceeded the known parameters for other oxide materials.

Stoichiometric compounds with the R3+ trivalent ion

contain mixed valence cobalt ions Co2+ and Co3+ at

the ratio of 3 : 1, which are randomly distributed in the

structure over two types of tetrahedral sites. The ratio

of aliovalent Co2+/Co3+ ions in a cobalt subsystem can

be varied using non-isovalent substitution R3+ → Ca2+ or

Co2+/Co3+ → Zn2+/Al3+, as well as by varying oxygen

content (7 + x).

Crystalline structure of RE-cobaltites at high temperatures

is described by a hexagonal P63mc space group [18–20]
(in some publications, trigonal space group P31c is

used [21,22]). In the framework crystal structure, the

corner-sharing CoO4 tetrahedra form triangular layers and

Kagome layers alternatively packed along the c axis.

Larger octahedral and cuboctahedral sites in a three-

dimensional tetrahedral network are occupied by R3+ and
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Ba2+ cations, respectively. In an infinite flat lattice of

linked triangles, frustrations in the magnetic system result

in the degenerate ground state and the absence of long-

range magnetic order even at considerably high exchange

interaction constants [13]. A small distortion of structure

in stoichiometric RE-cobaltites removes the frustration of

exchange interactions promoting the development of a long-

range magnetic order in the Co subsystem below the

structural transition temperature TS [23–26].

Y — the cobaltite containing one type of magnetic ions

undergoes the structural transition at TS = 313K resulting

in decreasing symmetry from hexagonal to orthorhombic

(space group Pbn21; ao ≈ ah, bo ≈
√
3ah), and is followed

by anomalies of elastic, magnetic and transport properties.

Critical structural transition temperature TS of cobaltites

with magnetic RE ions decreases steadily with decreasing

RE ion radius [27–30]. Below the structural transition in

YBaCo4O7 a three-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering

occurs in the Co subsystem at TN ≈ 110K resulting in

lower monoclinic P1121 symmetry [5,13,31]. With further

temperature decrease, another magnetic phase transition is

observed at TN2 ∼ 70K [32], which is attributable to the

spin reorientation in the Co subsystem [13]. Due to the

frustration of exchange interactions, the long-range magnetic

order is established at a temperature that is considerably

lower than the paramagnetic temperature θCW = −508K

and is characterized by a complex noncollinear magnetic

structure [5,13].

The RE cobaltite structure is studied in sufficient detail

for the hexagonal phase and much less studied for the

distorted orthorhombic phase. Behavior of lattice constants

(lattice metric) during the structural transition, as well

as transition temperature and distortion variation with

different substitutions in Co and RE sublattices or deviation

from stoichiometry are understudied. Lattice constant

behavior during the structural transition and change of this

behavior in case of deviation from stoichiometry are studied

in [25,26,30,33]. Investigations of the YBaCo4O7+x system

have shown that at a small deviation from stoichiometry

the structure is still undistorted hexagonal, frustrations are

maintained and, therefore, magnetic transition in the Co

subsystem is quickly diffused (if any long-range magnetic

order transition is still present at all) [25]. The effect of

structure distortion on the frustrated Co subsystem behavior

was studied for a series of Y-cobaltites with small deviation

from stoichiometry. In particular, elastic and magnetic

properties of layered YBaCo4O7+x cobaltites have been

found to be highly dependent upon excess oxygen [25].
Dependence of elastic and magnetic properties upon excess

oxygen and interrelation of the structural and magnetic

phase transitions were studied for DyBaCo4O7+x [34] and
ErBaCo4O7+x cobaltites [26,35].

The objective of this study was to investigate struc-

tural and elastic properties of stoichiometric TmBaCo4O7

cobaltite containing two types of magnetic ions and then

to compare with stoichiometric YBaCo4O7 cobaltite. The

effect of RE subsystem and its interaction with Co subsys-

tem on phase transitions and physical properties in complex

layered cobaltites are almost not studied. RE ion generally

results in considerable magnetic anisotropy change, which,

together with structure distortion, affects the establishment

of long-range magnetic order in frustrated systems.

2. Samples and experiment technique

Polycrystalline TmBaCo4O7 studied samples were syn-

thesized using the ceramic process. For synthesis, we used

oxides Tm2O3, BaCO3 and Co3O4 that had been previously

annealed in air at 800, 400 and 700◦C, respectively. The

synthesis was carried out in air in three stages at 900, 1000

and 1100◦C with intermediate grinding. Each stage was

ended with sample annealing from 900−950◦C, for which

the heated sample was cooled abruptly to the liquid nitrogen

temperature (for details see [36]). After the synthesis and

annealing from 900−950◦C, oxygen content in ceramic

cobaltite samples is usually within x ∼ 0.05−0.10, there-

fore, to achieve the required oxygen content and uniform

oxygen distribution within the samples, the ceramic samples

are additionally heat treated [37]. This paper describes

the investigation of the
”
as prepared“ TmBaCo4O7 sample

annealed from 900−950◦C and not subjected to additional

heat treatment. With additional heat treatment of cobaltites,

oxygen content and distribution varies resulting in the

change of degree and type of distortion of the structure

and all physical properties. The influence of additional

heat treatment on the physical properties of TmBaCo4O7+x

requires separate study and is not discussed herein.

Oxygen content in the samples was measured by the

iodometric titration, for which the sample was dissolved in

acid solution followed by reduction of high-valent Co3+ with

an appropriate reducing agent [25]. For this, two to three

successive experiments were carried out, where ∼ 30mg

of the studied sample were solved in 1.5M HCl solution

containing excess KI. Reduction of high-valent Co3+ ions

of the sample to Co2+ ions resulted in the formation

of a stoichiometric quantity of iodine in the solution,

which was titrated by 0.02M Na2S2O3 solution metered

by an electronic piston burette. The end-point of titration

(equivalence point) was determined by measuring EMF

jump in a reversible cell consisting of the indicating elec-

trode (platinum electrode) and reference electrode (calomel

electrode with double electrode junction) immersed in the

test solution. The whole titration process was carried

out using a software-controlled original automated system

(see [26] for more details).

Iodometric titration of cobaltite samples with different RE

ions has shown that oxygen content in the samples depends

both on heat treatment and the type of RE ion. After

the synthesis and annealing from 900−950◦C, RBaCo4O7+x

ceramics with Dy to Er ions usually have small excess

oxygen and ceramics with heavier Tm−Lu ions are close

to stoichiometric. In the annealed TmBaCo4O7 cobaltite,
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oxygen content is close to stoichiometric x ≈ 0, and vacuum

annealing results in oxygen deficiency of x ≈ −0.06.

X-ray examinations at room temperature were carried out

on polycrystalline powder samples using Stoe diffractometer

with a monochromator on the primary beam (CoKα1-

radiation). Temperature X-ray measurements were carried

out using
”
Geigerflex“ (Japan) diffractometer with CoKα

radiation without monochromator and equipped with
”
Ox-

ford Instruments“ (UK) continuous-flow cryostat to achieve

and maintain the temperature with accuracy 0.1 K within

the range of (77−300)K. The sample was attached to a

cold finger cooled by nitrogen jet and placed in vacuum.

The Young modulus E(T ) and internal friction coefficient

q−1(T ) were measured by the composite resonator method

at ∼ 100 kHz within the range of 80−280K using an

original automated system (see [30] for more details).

Single-crystal quartz and sample forming a composite

resonator were attached using BF-2 adhesive with polyme-

rization. The sample was a parallelepiped with cross-section

2× 3mm and the length (∼ 10−12mm) was chosen such

that natural frequencies of the quartz and sample agree

within ∼ 5%. If these frequencies are close to each other,

then mechanical stresses in the glue splice are equal to zero

and the adhesive effect may be ignored.

Temperature measurements were carried out in steady

state (temperature measurement accuracy ±0.03K) and the

temperature interval and holding time (at least 10−15min)
in the phase transition region varied within wide ranges to

ensure stationarity.

3. Experimental findings and discussion

3.1. X-ray diffraction analysis

Structural investigations of the TmBaCo4O7 sample are

also of interest in terms of detecting structure distortion

that releases frustrations and for identifying the nature of

structural transition in the RE cobaltite family. At room

temperature, all X-ray pattern lines of the TmBaCo4O7

studied sample were identified in terms of a hexagonal

structure (Figure 1; the sample contained a small amount

of ∼ 3% thulium oxide). The quality of describing an

X-ray diffraction pattern may be assessed by parameter

χ2 = 1.4 the impurity line region from the sample holder

and impurity phase was excluded).

With decreasing temperature structure distortion was

observed and splitting of all lines in the X-ray pattern

at T = 80K corresponds to a slightly distorted hexagonal

structure with slight rhombic distortion. Full X-ray pattern

in the cryostat with acceptable statistics is a time consuming

process and, what is important, is not necessary to deter-

mine the structure parameters when symmetry has been

already defined. In the temperature range from 80K to TS,

the structure has been found to be still rhombic [13], and
for temperature measurements of the parameters a, b and

c of the distorted lattice cell (designations for the rhombic

cell are used below), it is sufficient to measure dependences

of three reflections on temperature.

Full-profile X-ray analysis of TmBaCo4O7 has shown that

at T = 80K the sample is distorted and its structure at

low temperatures is described taking into account small

rhombic distortion. In the temperature range from 80K

to TS , the structure remains rhombic and it is sufficient

for temperature measurements to study the dependences

of three reflections on temperature. Distortion εo as well

as cell parameters a and b were determined by one peak

{(400) + (260)} that was split in case of distortion (Fi-
gure 2). For temperature measurements of the c parameter,

reflection (004) may be used that does not split when

rhombic distortion of the hexagonal structure takes place

(Figure 3). Main parameters of diffraction peak recording:

counter angle pitch was equal to 1(2θ) = 0.02◦, and the

exposure time in each point was chosen such that to achieve

the sufficient statistics (maximum peak 3−4 · 103) and was

equal to 20−50 sec depending on the peak intensity.

Splitting of reflection {(400) + (260)} gives the distortion

εo = (a − b/
√
3)a = 2(d2

1 − d2
2)/(4d2

1 − d2
2),

(d−1
1,2 = 2 sin(θ1,2)/λ),

where θ1 = θ400, θ2 = θ260 — are the Bragg angles of

the particular reflections. At T = 300K, the reflection is

not split and d1 = d2 at bo =
√
3ao, i. e. the sample has

hexagonal structure. Thus, the phase transition temperature

TS, at which lattice symmetry decreases, is below 300K.

During distortion, the high-angle component of the split

reflection remains in place and an additional line shifted

by 1(2θ) ≈ 0.2◦ appears (Figure 1). Reflection with angle

2θ1,2 ≈ 69◦ is split in a stepwise manner at the phase tran-

sition temperature and is almost unchanged at temperature

decrease up to 80K. For the second reflection (004), the an-
gle 2θ3 ≈ 41◦ grows in a stepwise manner by 1(2θ3) ≈ 0.2◦

at TS and continues growing with temperature decreasing

to 80K (Figure 2). Reflection (004) is not split and is

fairly far from other reflections, therefore its profile clearly

shows two-phase state, when both phases exist in a small

temperature range ≈ (5−10)K near TS . Changes of lattice

constants of Tm cobaltite with temperature are shown in

Figure 4. For ease of comparison, relative changes of all

lattice parameters 1a/a , 1b/b, 1c/c (curves 1−3), volume

1V/V = (1a/a + 1b/b + 1c/c) (curve 4) and rhombic

distortions εo = 1a/a − 1b/b (curve 5) are normalized to

their values at T = 300K. For example, 1a/a = 1a(T )/a0

(1a(T) = a(T ) − a0; a0 = a(T = 300K)). The use of

relative parameter changes also allow avoid the influence

of possible systematic error. Relative measurement error

of δa i/a i lattice parameters and rhombic deformation

δεo/εo (which does not depend on the alignment) is equal

to ≈ 1−2 · 10−4, relative error for volume measurement

composed of errors of all parameters may be considerably

higher.

For quenched TmBaCo4O7, nontrivial behavior of a
parameter is observed, which decreases with increasing

Physics of the Solid State, 2023, Vol. 65, No. 9
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Figure 1. Experimental (dots) and calculated (lines) X-ray images and the difference (lines in the bottom) for annealed TmBaCo4O7

sample with CoKα1-radiation. Vertical bars show the Bragg peak positions according to the space group. The insert shows scalled up

large-angle X-ray image portion.
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Figure 2. Experimental (dots) and calculated (lines) diffraction

peaks {(400) + (260)} with CoKα1,α2-radiation of the stoichiomet-

ric TmBaCo4O7 sample in the hexagonal (T = 240K) and or-

thorhombic (T = 210K; dashed lines — components of the peak

split during distortion) phase. Reflection at 225K corresponds to

two-phase state (displaced on the x axis for ease of comparison).
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Figure 3. Experimental (dots) and calculated (lines) diffrac-

tion peaks (004) with CoKα1,α2- radiation of the stoichiometric

TmBaCo4O7 sample in the hexagonal (T = 240K) and or-

thorhombic (T = 210K) phase. Reflection at 225K corresponds

to two-phase state (displaced on the x axis for ease of comparison).
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Figure 4. Relative changes of the lattice parameters

(curve 1 — 1a/a , 2 — 1b/b, 3 — 1c/c), volume

1V/V = (1a/a + 1b/b + 1c/c) (curve 4) and degree of rhombic

distortion εo = (1a/a − 1b/b) (curve 5) with the temperature

of the quenched TmBaCo4O7 sample. All dependences are

normalized to the parameter value at T = 300K.

temperature and has not step change during phase tran-

sition. This situation is also typical for Er cobaltite.

The parameters b and c at TS are changed stepwise

(1b/b ≈ 3.5 · 10−3 and 1c/c ≈ −4.0 · 10−3) resulting in

the step change of 1V/V ≈ −0.5 · 10−3. In the region

T < TS during heating, the parameters b and a change

a little and in a similar way, while the parameter c
grows. As a result, with increasing T , distortion εo is

unchanged and has a step change 1εo ≈ −3.5 · 10−3 only

in the phase transition region, whose temperature is within

≈ 220−240K. In the structural phase transition region, two-

phase state is observed, when high- and low-temperature

phases co exist at the same time, which is typical for other

previously studied cobaltites [26]. It should be noted that the

parameter c of TmBaCo4O7 continues growing at a lower

rate and above the phase transition up to room temperature.

Thus, during heating to TS , volume change (volumetric

thermal expansion) in this compound is mainly attributable

to the increase of the parameter c , and after TS this change

is due to the growth of all lattice parameters.

3.2. Elastic properties

Elastic moduli are very sensitive to phase transitions of

different nature [30] and their temperature dependences

allow to determine both the transition temperature and

the effect of various factors on the transition. Tem-

perature dependences of the Young’s modulus E(T ) and

internal friction q−1(T ) for TmBaCo4O7 quenched from

900−950◦C will be discussed below. Temperature de-

pendences 1E(T )/E0 show different behavior for different

compounds of the family [37,38].

For the ease of comparison with previously stu-

died compounds, the Figure shows relative changes

of the Young’s modulus with temperature: 1E(T )/E0

(1E(T ) = E(T ) − E0; E0 = E(T = 300K)) normalized to

E0 at T = 300K. Structural phase transition in the annealed

TmBaCo4O7 sample causes softening of the Young’s mo-

dulus with temperature decrease starting at a temperature

much higher than the phase transition temperature (Figu-
re 5) and is followed by an anomaly in curve 1E(T )/E0 in

the structural transition region near TS = 220K. Thus, the

presence of softening and a pronounced minimum on the

curve 1E(T )/E0 with decreasing temperature are indicative

of the phase transition. In addition, the structural transition

is followed by significant hysteresis, when the curve near TS

corresponding to the sample cooling goes below the curve

corresponding volume to heating.

To determine the structural phase transition temperature

and hysteresis, we used the temperature dependences of
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Figure 5. Dependence of the relative Young’s modulus 1E(T )/E0

on temperature for the quenched TmBaCo4O7 sample during

heating (light dots) and cooling (dark dots). The insert shows the

dependence of the temperature derivative of the Young’s modulus

(1/E0)dE/dT in the structural transition region.
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derivative (1/E0)dE(T)/dT , where the transition temper-

ature corresponded to the minimum derivative (insert in

Figure 5). The structural transition temperature determined

by the Young’s modulus derivative extrema (1/E0)dE/dT
is equal to TSU ≈ 225K and TSD ≈ 215K during heating

and cooling, respectively, i.e. the transition is followed

by the temperature hysteresis about 10K. It should be

noted that a more prolonged two-step transition takes place

during cooling, while the transition during heating is more

abrupt. Such feature of the Young’s modulus irregularities

was observed before during the martensitic transformation

in shape memory alloys [39].

The internal friction dependence q−1(T ) (Figure 6)
shows steps at temperatures close to the transition tempera-

tures TSU , TSD found in the curves 1E(T )/E0. Steps in the

curves q−1(T ) are believed to correspond to the diffused or

”
smoothed“ λ — anomalies for the perfect example. And

the top of the step in q−1(T ) (
”
diffused“ λ— anomalies) is

by 5K lower than the minimum Young’s modulus derivative

(1/E0)dE(T )/dT .
Structure distortion of the stoichiometric samples

RBaCo4O7+x due to the structural transition results in

frustration release, which shall promote the establishment of

long-range magnetic order in the cobalt subsystem. Actually,

for the distorted and near-stoichiometric YBaCo4O7 sam-

ples, step 1E/E0 (or peak in the derivative (1/E0)dE/dT)
and high peak in the dependence q−1(T ) are observed in

the phase transition region TN ∼ 105K. For stoichiometric

Er cobaltite, pronounced anomalies of the elastic properties

are also observed in the magnetic phase transition region in

the Co subsystem. The stoichiometric TmBaCo4O7 sample

was also expected to exhibit clearly pronounced magnetic

transition followed by the elastic property anomalies in the

TN region. Detailed investigations of TmBaCo4O7 show the

absence of any anomalies in the temperature dependence

of the Young’s modulus in the TN ∼ 100K region, where

magnetic phase transition is expected. However, for

the TmBaCo4O7 studied sample, there is a rather large

temperature trend 1E(T )/E0 ≈ 4 · 10−2 within the range

of 80−120K, against which it is difficult to record small

anomalies δE(TN)/E0 < 10−2 . However, on the internal

friction curve q−1(T ), a pronounced peak ≈ 16 · 10−3 is

observed at Tmax = 96K, which is the same during heating

and cooling and often accompanying the magnetic phase

transition. Thus, the long-range magnetic order is probably

not achieved in the studied sample and the presence of

developed short-range order may be only suggested.

4. Conclusion

In frustrated and low-dimensional systems, the develop-

ment of the long-range magnetic order depends on various

weak interactions and perturbations such as small structure

distortion, magnetic anisotropy induced by the RE ion,

disorder of different nature, etc. A minor distortion of struc-

ture in stoichiometric RE cobaltites removes the frustration

of exchange interactions due to the structural transition

promoting the development of a long-range magnetic order

in the Co subsystem below TS [23,25]. Actually, for the

distorted and near-stoichiometric YBaCo4O7 samples, step

1E/E0 (or peak in the derivative (E−1
0 )dE/dT) and high

peak on the dependence q−1(T ) are observed in the phase

transition region TN ∼ 105K. Nonstoichiometric compound

structures remain undistorted and the frustrations are main-

tained in the system. Thus, with decreasing temperature the

short-range magnetic order gradually develops, where the

correlation length does not achieve the crystallite sizes.

For the stoichiometric RBaCo4O7 cobaltites with Y, Ho,

Er ions (unlike Dy cobaltite), the temperature dependences

of the Young’s modulus and internal friction coefficient have

common patterns [34]. Similar elastic anomalies of this

cobaltites suggest that magnetic behavior of their cobalt

subsystem is the same. Step in the TN region varies a

little for stoichiometric RE cobaltites and the steps for

nonstoichiometric compounds are diffused and decrease

in value (anomalies often appear only on the derivative

(1/E0)dE/dT).

According to the study, the stoichiometric Tm cobaltite

behavior shows considerable difference. The stoichiometric

TmBaCo4O7 sample, like the Y equivalent, demonstrates the

structure distortion below TS = 220K. According to X-ray

examinations, the structure distortion of the TmBaCo4O7

sample is similar during transition: the parameter 1a/a
does not demonstrate any features, the parameters b and c
undergo steps of different signs and different magnitudes
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resulting in a change of the ratio c/aav for the structure

and a volume step of 1V/V ∼ −1 · 10−3 . Also, similar

anomalies are observed for structure parameters of the sto-

ichiometric YBaCo4O7 sample. However, for TmBaCo4O7,

there is almost no anomaly at TN ≈ 105K either in the

elastic modulus dependence 1E/E(T ) or in its derivative.

Only in the internal friction curve q−1(T ), a pronounced

peak ≈ 16 · 10−3 at Tmax = 96K is observed, which may

be associated with the developed short-range order.

Thus, the phase transition nature and various physical

properties in the layered RBaCo4O7+x cobaltites depend

not only on the structure distortion attributed to the excess

oxygen, but probably also on the magnitude and sign of the

magnetic anisotropy induced by the RE subsystem. To our

opinion, further investigation of layered cobaltites with other

RE ions having different magnitudes and signs of magnetic

anisotropy is of interest.
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